
SAN DIEGO HISTORY CENTER  
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT INTERNSHIP 
 
REPORTS TO: Education Coordinator 
SCHEDULE: Summer 2018; hours to be determined in accordance 
with academic requirements 
COMPENSATION: Unpaid; academic credit offered 
 
 

ABOUT SDHC 
 
The San Diego History Center tells the diverse story of our region–past, present, and future–educates 
and enriches our community, preserves our history, and fosters civic pride. 
 
SDHC is the steward of our heritage and the principal resource for San Diego history–collecting, 
preserving, and displaying collections of regional history. SDHC presents dynamic, engaging exhibitions 
highlighting what makes San Diego unique. We serve as a lifelong learning center for all members of our 
community, providing programs for school children, families, and adults. The Research Archives serves 
residents, visitors, scholars, students, and researchers, both onsite and online.  
 
SUMMARY 
 
San Diego History Center’s Education Department is seeking an intern to review, organize, and complete 
their costumed historic figure sets for use in various programs. These sets should include costume 
pieces, props, a short biography for students, a longer biography for adults, and a first person script for 
each figure.  
  
This position would assist and work closely with the Education Coordinator to review the state of each 
historic figure’s set of items, research and complete any mission biographies or scripts, and gather 
missing costume pieces and props. The intern will photograph each piece and save these photos digitally 
with the biographies and scripts for retrieval.  
 
 
QUALIFICATIONS/SKILLS 
 

 Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal 

 Excellent time management skills 

 Ability to work independently and take direction; willingness to ask questions 

 Knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel  

 Interest in historical research  

 Digital photography skills a plus 

 Physical Demands: sitting, standing, bending, kneeling, and lifting or moving objects up to 20 lbs.; 
working in varying lighting, and ability to work in a colder climate controlled environment for short 
periods of time 
 

OUTCOMES 
 
This internship will provide experience in research and writing for educational purposes for various 
audiences. The intern will create relevant and useful costumed historic figure sets for use in a variety of 
programs. The intern will gain an understanding of the organization and inner workings of a museum.  

 
 

 


